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We stand with our partner communities around the country in
denouncing hatred and racial injustice, and call for the fundamental

ideal of our nation—the inherent dignity of all people.

Our work at EdRedesign is to create equitable opportunities for every child in our country, particularly
those from historically marginalized populations. This mission has become more imperative in the last
weeks and months as both the pandemic and systemic racism have exposed deep, longstanding
inequities. As we continue our collaborative work to build more just, coordinated systems of support
and opportunity for all children, we are lifting up the work of our community partners and sharing their
words with you.

In this edition, we highlight key takeaways from our Spring 2020 By All Means convening on the power
of cross-sector collaboration during a time of uncertainty; rural Southern Illinois’ efforts to improve
mental health services for children; and free community resources for managing during COVID-19. 

Supporting Students and Families Learning Remotely:
Poughkeepsie Community-Owned WiFi
Welcome to our newest By All Means community, the City of Poughkeepsie! We share their latest
innovation around supporting families and children.
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A significant portion of low-income students in
Poughkeepsie do not have internet. Nubian
Directions II, Inc .— a community organization
offering computer and job training for low to
moderate-income youth, adults, and small
businesses— is working with The Poughkeepsie
Children's Cabinet and School District to pilot a
Community WiFi Project to provide free high-speed
broadband to low-income neighborhoods.

Learn more

EdRedesign Convening Highlights

Our recent convening attracted over 230 participants, and illuminated
how By All Means communities are responding to the pandemic.

Leaders from across the country gathered in the common hope of
leveraging the crisis to fix systemic failures and inequities. 

Early Childhood Experiences Shape Our Lifelong Health
Our ninth By All Means convening featured a keynote by Dr. Jack Shonkoff—Director of
Harvard's Center on the Developing Child, Professor at Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health,
Harvard Medical School, and Harvard Graduate School of Education. Dr. Shonkoff examined the
connection between the early years of a child’s life and lifelong health. He also analyzed the many
ways that social and economic inequities in early childhood contribute to the disparities in susceptibility
to COVID-19. Read some of the key takeaways.

The Power of Human Relationships
Prof. Junlei Li's talk, Three Lessons about Supporting Human Relationships and Resilience in Low
Resource Settings, provided some key recommendations for strengthening relationships and growing
communities in challenging contexts. Sometimes, the simplest human interactions mean the most for
children's health and well-being in the long run. See the presentation slides. 
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How to Build a Better America After the Pandemic
Children’s Cabinets are helping to build new and more equitable systems of opportunity and support for
children, youth and families, but what are the policy changes necessary to enable their success?
Mayors from five By All Means communities weighed in on the question. Read the story.

Free COVID-19 Resources for Communities

Data Dashboard Tracks
Resources & Services
This customizable dashboard
allows communities to track and
monitor allocation of resources
and services, helping identify
gaps and avoid duplication of
efforts by community partners.
Read this quick guide before
using the tool.
 

Rural Community
Resource Hub
This is a community collaboration
informed by input from rural
school administrators and leaders
across the country. It was
organized in partnership with
Mara Tieken, Associate
Professor of Education at Bates
College and EdRedesign. Special
thanks to MK Montgomery, our
Rural Field Work Fellow.

Always Ready for Learning
Network
This is a free resource offering
coaching and tools for educators.
The Carnegie Corporation of New
York is funding this network of
education experts who are
offering customized coaching and
tools for educators transitioning
to remote instruction.

By All Means Community Spotlight: Resilient Southern Illinois

Q&A with Matt Buckman
The only rural community network in the By All
Means Consortium, Resilient Southern Illinois has
been on the forefront of delivering trauma-
informed practices for children and youth. Matt
Buckman, clinical psychologist and co-chair of
Resilient Southern Illinois shares his work, the
challenges and opportunities in his community,
and promising new initiatives in this Q&A and
short video. 

News & Updates
Schools Are Socially Promoting Students En Masse. What Comes Next?
Education Week
By Paul Reville
How will educators meet the widely disparate learning challenges faced by their students this fall?
Planning for success starts with personalization in education, says our director Paul Reville.
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How Lessons Learned from COVID-19 Will Impact Our Work
Chattanooga 2.0
By Molly Blankenship
Chattanooga 2.0 Executive Director Molly Blankenship writes about lessons learned from COVID-19 and
what those will mean for their long-term efforts to become the smartest community in the South.

Somerville to Declare Systemic Racism a Public Safety and Health Emergency
The Boston Globe
By Jeremy Fox
“No one should fear for their lives because of the color of their skin,” Mayor Joseph Curtatone said. The
mayor declared systemic racism a public safety and health emergency and is poised to implement a
series of reforms in line with recommendations from an antiviolence organization and a group of state
elected officials of color.
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